a Jonathan Blank movie

“For anyone who still believes documentaries are
dry and boring, the cure is Sex, Drugs & Bicycles!”
–David Ferguson, Red Carpet Crash

An award-winning documentary that
exposes the nightmare of paid vacations,
universal healthcare & windmills!

a Jonathan Blank movie
Synopsis

An award-winning documentary that exposes the
nightmare of paid vacations, universal healthcare & windmills!
Sex, Drugs & Bicycles takes a look at Dutch social democracy and answers the question:
is having month-long double paid vacations, no fear of homelessness & universal healthcare the nightmare we've been warned about? The answer may surprise you. Then again it
may not. It really depends on a lot of factors outside our control.
The Netherlands may be best known for its windmills, tulips, and marijuana “coffeeshops,” but it’s also at the forefront of LGBTQI equality, free speech laws, and animal
rights. Additionally, the Dutch economy is one of the best in the world, and they’re in the
top 5 of almost every quality of life index. Everyone also has excellent health insurance
that even covers transgender medical procedures and sex care for the disabled.
•
•
•
•

Holland is the #1 country in the world for work-life balance.
Dutch kids are ranked the happiest in the world and their parents are close behind.
The Netherlands’ healthcare system is ranked 3rd in the world.
They have among the world’s lowest rates of imprisonment, abortion, teen pregnancy,
& drug abuse.
• They are the tallest people in the world. I don’t know why that matters, but I ﬁgured
I’d mention it.
Genre: Documentary
Running Time: 86 minutes
For more information contact:

Jonathan Blank
1.310.692.4483
jb@sdbmovie.com
www.SDBmovie.com

Here are some of the cool people in the movie:
Marianne Thieme,
Party for the Animals

Paul Schnabel,
Senator

Ruut Veenhoven,
“Happiness professor”

David Sedaris,
Storyteller

Fink, Alternative rock
music sensation

Nawal Mustafa,
Human rights lawyer

Marjan Minnesma,
Director, Urgenda

Arjan Roskam,
“King of Cannabis”

Guilly Koster,
Filmmaker

Ger Baron,
Amsterdam CTO

Frans Bossink, President
Gay Priests Association

Goedele Liekens,
TV Host

Yvette Luhrs, Proud,
The sex workers’ union

Jennifer Hopelezz,
Drag queen

Samer al Kadri,
Opened Holland’s
1st Arabic bookstore

Emma Wortelboer, Host,
Spuiten & Slikken

Pier Vellinga, World’s
ﬁrst climate scientist

Jonah Lamers,
Trans activist

Jonathan Blank makes movies, writes, and teaches thousands of
kids to read simultaneously.
His latest ﬁlm (writer/producer/director) is Sex, Drugs & Bicycles,
a funny and provocative, award-winning, feature-length documentary that digs deep to ﬁgure out how people manage to live
with month-long double-paid vacations, no fear of homelessness, and universal healthcare.
Jonathan is currently producing two new projects Talking to Animals, a documentary about
animal consciousness, and How’s Your Democracy, a TV series based on Sex, Drugs & Bicycles.

He has also written, produced and directed a number of ﬁlms including Sex, Drugs
& Democracy ("A seductive argument" --Roger Ebert), Anarchy TV ("A wild, crazy
and twisted comedy!" --KRON-TV), and Collecting America ("Fascinating!" --NY
Newsday) as well as the screenplays for two new ﬁction ﬁlms: Shaolin Kid, an
action oriented, family ﬁlm and Zentropy, a comedy.

With Timothy
Leary who was in
Anarchy TV

Jonathan is the co-author of Secrets of Dragon Gate, published by Penguin, and
Still as a Mountain, Powerful as Thunder, published by Shambhala. He is currently writing a new
book Psychedelic Sailor, about record setting endurance sailor and international marijuana
smuggler, Reid Stowe, who shattered previous records by spending 1,152 days continuously at
sea without resupply. And he is also working on a book, “Reinventing Reading,” about the need to
fundamentally change the way people are taught to read.
Reinventing
Reading

Psychedelic
Sailor

Jonathan loves teaching kids to read. That’s
why he created Reading Kingdom, an educational software company that has developed a series of online programs that use
unique and innovative ways to teach literacy to tens of thousands of children.
Receiving the award for
best innovation in
learning technology

Fiely Matias created the animations for “Sex, Drugs & Bicycles.”
Fiely is an award-winning theater director, graphic artist and actor (AEA). His
latest theatrical production is the Off-Broadway musical hit Disenchanted!
which he co-created and directed. He is an amazing artist whose specialty is
creating whimsical 3D animations, critters, and characters. He has been
working with “Sex, Drugs & Bicycles” director, Jonathan Blank, for over 10
years on a variety of projects. He is also the Ringmaster of the Animated GIF
Artists Guild, and his award-winning animations can be seen on hundreds of
websites.
Joao MB Costa co-produced and was one of the photographers for “Sex,
Drugs & Bicycles.”
Joao is an award-winning Portuguese freelance videographer, photographer
and lecturer at the ﬁlm department of SAE Institute Amsterdam. His work
can be seen in numerous ﬁlms, documentaries and advertising for myriad
companies including Netflix, Paradiso Amsterdam, Volkshotel, Lime Factory,
Creenstone, Guess Jeans, Chasin Jeans, Heineken, Kinki Kappers, L'Oreal,
and Google.
Joe McNalley wrote and performed the original score for “Sex, Drugs &
Bicycles.”
As the founder of the world-renowned Hutchins Consort, Joe has written
more than 250 arrangements and original compositions. He began bass
violin studies at the age of 11 and started writing orchestral music in his
early teens. Joe received formal training at the New England Conservatory of
Music followed by advanced studies at U.C. San Diego. He has played with a
number of notable musicians in the classical, jazz, and world music realms
and has been honored several times for his solo and ensemble playing.

Credits
Written, produced, directed, edited & craft services provided by: Jonathan Blank
Animations: Fiely Matias
Co-producer: Joao M B Costa
Photography: Joao M B Costa, Bas Klassen, Jonathan Blank
Time Lapse photography: Bart Visser
Drone Photograph: Sander Coppens
Barbie Re-enactment photography: J.R. & Christina Getches
Additional Camera: Aron Klaverboer, Joshua Madre, Andy van Amelroy
Colorist: Rob Gradisen
Musical Score
Composer: Joe McNalley
Additional composition: Tim McNalley & Joe Harrison
Engineering: Joe Harrison, Tim McNalley & Joe McNalley
Performed by
Joe McNalley: acoustic bass, djembe, dumbek, zither, viola da ganga, ukulele, octave mandolin, organ
Joe Harrison: drums, organ, tenor sax
Tim McNalley: sitar, acoustic bass, sabots, electric bass, crack bongos, guitars, octave mandolin
I Love Healthcare Song
Lyrics by Jonathan Blank & Chris Rael
Music by Chris Rael
Performed by Chris Rael & Kenny Siegal
Additional music:
Kevin MacLeod: “Feelin Good,” “Backed vibes,” "Accralate", “The Show Must be Go,” “Jarvic 8,” “Bass Vibes,” "Fast
Talkin," “Run Amok,” “Waunobe March,” “Monkeys Spinning Monkeys,” “On the Cool Side,” “Batty McFaddin,”
“Monkoto,” “Dance Of The Sugar Plum Fairies,” “Whimsy Groove,” “Digya,” “Du Eastern,” “Industrious Ferret,” “Dirt
Rhodes,” “Vibe Ace,” “Apero Hour,” “Stealth Groover,” “Surf Inspector,” “Reggae Sketch,” “Super Polka,” “Scheming
Weasel faster,” “Super Circus,” “Inspired,” “Babylon,” “DarxieLand,” “Bassa Island Game Loop,” “AcidJazz,” "Cold
Funk,” “Surf Shimmy,” "Willow & the Light," "Divertimento K131," "Bummin on Tremelo"
Neuroborus: "Fits Me Well"
Additional Footage
Spuiten en Slikken & DrugsLab footage, courtesy of BNN-Vara
Nijmegen bicycle footage, courtesy of Streetﬁlms
Fok Jou footage courtesy of Guilly Koster
Goedele on Top footage courtesy of RTL
Killer Cocaine footage courtesy of Peter Eijking
Strain Hunters Swaziland Expedition &
High Report V1 Copyright GHSC Trading B.V.
Dutch trains run on wind, courtesy of NS.nl
Dutch Royal Family rides bicycles, courtesy of Koninklijkhuis
Greg Shapiro, How to Be Orange, courtesy of Greg Shapiro
Land Life footage, courtesy of Land Life
Bicycle Town HoutenThe Netherlands, courtesy of Paul van Bellen
Transketeers footage, courtesy of The Transketeers
Party for the Animals footage, courtesy of Party for the Animals
Special thanks to...
Colby Devitt, Roberto Schumann, D'Angelo Dixon, Camiel Verberne, Lotta Isopuro, Viviana Knorr, Stevie Long, Paul Tekenbroek,
Jean-Paul Grund, Heiko Hampsink, Peter Scheer, Anna Timmerman , Rob Gradisen, Raoul Koning, Maxime van de Groep, Rein
van Leeuwen, Linnemoor Looije, Manon Lens, Louva Koot, Michele Boyd, Isabelle Ho Kang You, Kseniya Yorsh, Robert Bjarnason, Linda Florians, Wouter van Erkel, Yasmina Plas, Marc Postma, Rian Hartman, Manon Lens, Niek Ros, Margreet Bongers

Scenes from ﬁlming the movie:

Filming in the world-famous Rijksmuseum.

Gay Pride canal parade, Amsterdam

When you have big wooden shoes to ﬁll.

Windmills at sunrise.

Canal protest.

Filming Dutch style - on a bike.

Scenes from ﬁlming the movie:

Filming in the world-famous Van Gogh Museum.

Hanging out at a music festival.

Dutch school bus.

Gateway to possibilities, Amsterdam.

Even the Prime Minister rides a bike.

Jonathan getting whipped into shape.
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Reviews
“For anyone who still believes documentaries are dry and boring, the cure
is Sex, Drugs & Bicycles from Jonathan Blank. Entertaining and informative is a terrific blend as Mr. Blank uses interviews, statistics, and animation to contrast the Dutch way of
life with that of the good ol’ United States of America.” – David Ferguson, International Policy Digest
“When you consider the UN study that ranks Dutch kids as the happiest in the
world (while adults rank sixth, well-ahead of 18th place U.S.), the Netherlands
must be doing something right, and Blank’s generally breezy film, packed with playful Monty Pythonesque
animations, effectively sums up the contented mood.” – Michael Rechtshaffen, LA Times
“Sex, Drugs & Bicycles really is about sex, drugs and bicycles with the implication
throughout the documentary that the more you have of each, the happier you will
be…Directed, written, edited and whatever by Jonathan Blank, whose sense of humor is
most like that of Michael Moore, this doc moves forward like a stiff dose of amphetamines …With snappy and often hilarious animation, you are likely to enjoy this movie’s eight-five minutes
and get depressed when you realize that the U.S. ranks so low in the developed world. A-” — Harvey Karten,
New York Film Critics Online
“What Sex, Drugs & Bicycles made me realize is that the Netherlands is such a happy
place because they are free. Nothing seems to be taboo to the Dutch. This film is done in a
seemingly comedic way that does not make it just another boring educational documentary. It is effortless to watch and enjoyable.” 8/10 – Chris Salce, FilmThreat
“Sex, Drugs & Bicycles is an important documentary for the moment because we, as
Americans, need to consider how our system is failing and how we can make it better. The
appeal of Sex, Drugs & Bicycles is that it is attempting to answer a single question: are
social democracies the hellscapes that U.S. conservatives have painted them to be? When America’s healthcare system and labor laws and practices are compared to the Netherlands, it becomes obvious that social
democracies are not hellscapes. In fact, adopting some of these policies may help Americans live healthier
and happier lives.” – Zachary David Rogers, Film Inquiry
“Sex, Drugs & Bicycles is a funny and quick way to look at another country’s setup and how that
compares. It isn’t an answer, but it should certainly be looked at as part of one.” 4 stars!
– Mark Kennedy, OC Movie Reviews
“It is difficult to make a documentary that provides information but is also fun. Sex, Drugs, and
Bicycles revisits the Netherlands and offers some eye opening information while also making
audiences laugh.” – Nathaniel Muir, AIPT
“This is a really eye opening look at how other countries have solved issues that we face every day. I
certainly discovered so much in my watch, which moved quickly thanks to the director’s flair for
storytelling and mixing in animation along with live action interviews.” – Sam Panico, B&S About Movies
“Sex, Drugs & Bicycles seeks to uncover whether the Dutch model of social democracy is just
as good as it sounds, in this bright, engaging documentary with its colorful animated
sequences, sweeping cinematic shots of Dutch landscapes, and playful music choices, the
film ensures a breezy watch that never fails to hold the viewer’s attention. While a strongly opinionated film,
Blank’s subjective approach feels warranted with his outsider perspective and his personality shines
through with his wry sense of humor, and Blank’s curiosity keeps us eager to learn more.” – Nils Gollersrud,
Loud & Clear

